
B.A VIth SEMESTER 

ECONOMICS (MAJOR) 

 BECO-609: MONETARY ECONOMICS AND FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

 Marks: 100 (80- End Semester and 20-Sessional)                                 

Objectives: Having studied this paper, a student will be able to:  

 a. Explain the meaning and types of money supply  

b. Describe the money market, commercial bank, central bank and its functions  

c. Explain macroeconomics policy in open economy.  

Unit 0 Baseline Analysis: Assessment of baseline knowledge, revision of basic concepts, 

fundamental of monetary economic and financial institution.  

Unit- I: MONEY SUPPLY.  Measures of money supply: M1, M2, M3, M4; endogenous concept of 

money supply and its historical background; (the banking school in England, real bills 

doctrine and law of reflux); exogenous concept of money supply; its historical background; 

(the currency school in England and its doctrine); Reserve money (high- powered money): 

sources of change in reserve money; bank deposits; relation between reserve money and 

money supply.  

Unit-II: MONEY DEMAND. Classical money demand function, Friedman’s restatement of 

quantity theory of money; relation between money demand and demand for different 

financial assets especially bonds and shares (equities).  

Unit-III: MONEY MARKET. Money market: commercial banks: its principles and functions; 

credit and deposit creation; control of commercial banking; the central bank and its 

functions; RBI’ s policy on control of commercial banking and money market.  

Unit-IV: CAPITAL MARKET AND FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS IN INDIA. Primary and 

secondary capital markets; specialised financial institutions and their regulatory bodies in 

India: RRB, LIC, SEBI, and IRDA.  

Unit-V: MACROECONOMIC POLICY. Macroeconomic policy in an open economy: problems of 

internal and external balance: expenditure changing and expenditure switching policies, 

instruments- targets rule: Mundell- Fleming model: IS, LM, BP curves: sterilised and non- 

sterilised interventions, fiscal and monetary policy under fixed and floating exchange rates.  

Unit 100: Advanced skills. Journal/ magazine article discussion; assignment; seminar presentation.  
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